Blindfolds, Binoculars & Tablets: Enhancing Outdoor Curiosity Through Mobile Technology
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Keep Austin Beautiful provides resources and education to engage citizens in building more beautiful communities.
Keep Austin Beautiful’s EDUCATION Programs cultivate pride of place and a sense of self in students and empower them to be active, to identify problems, find solutions, and take action.

Clean Creek Campus
Generation Zero Waste
Green Teens
Patch Pals Activity Kits
EXPLORE the natural world,
SERVE as volunteers in their communities,
BUILD community connections, and
LEAD younger youth
“[We] took pictures with the tablet - the kids just can't get enough of the microscope as well. It doesn't matter if the lesson actually requires a microscope - they are ALWAYS using it to check out things they find outside....our students loved looking at just about anything with them (from plants and bugs to the carpet in the Library...)”
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